Landmarks Board
City of Springfield
Meeting will be held on Zoom teleconference
February 9, 2022
5:30 p.m.

Kaitlyn McConnell (Chair)
At-Large Representative

I

Roll Call

II

Minutes
January 12, 2022

III

Unfinished Business
A. Certificate of Appropriateness
a. 300-308 W. Commercial – Paint exterior facades, install awnings and
window panels
B. Certified Local Government Review (none)
C. Pre-Application Review (none)

IV

New Business
A. Certificates of Appropriateness (none)
B. Certified Local Government Review (none)
C. Pre-Application Review (none)
D. Local Historic Site Nomination Review
a. Historic Site nomination for 836 South Delaware Avenue

V

Communications

VI

Reports
A. Report on committees (none)
B. Application (none)
C. Demolition
D. Historic Sites and Districts
a. Jefferson Avenue Footbridge
b. Potential Local Nominations
c. Discussion on Preservation of Historic Building Signage
E. Communications (none)
F. Awards and Recognition
G. Design Guidelines

Layne Hunton (Vice-Chair)
Architect Representative
Paul Lewis
Historian Representative
Jan Preston
Real Estate Representative
Kent Brown
Mid-Town Representative
John Hawkins
Walnut Street Representative
Adam Letterman
At-Large Representative
Bryan Lenox
At-Large Representative
Vacant
Commercial Street
Representative

H. Administrative approval of C of A’s
VII

Any other matters that fall under the jurisdiction of the Board

VIII

Adjournment

Note: In accordance with ADA guidelines, if you need special accommodations when attending any
City meeting, please notify the City Clerk’s office at 864-1443 at least 3 days prior to the scheduled
meeting.
Citizens wishing to speak at the meeting may sign up by contacting the Planning and Development
office at 417-864-1611 or by emailing us at zoning@springfieldmo.gov. Citizens who do not want to
attend the meeting may submit their testimony/comments beforehand by emailing us at the above
address and will be included in the minutes.

MINUTES OF THE LANDMARKS BOARD
DATE: January 12, 2022
TIME: 5:30pm
The meeting and public hearing of the Landmarks Board was held on the above date and time in Historic City Hall.
Staff members: Michael Sparlin, Senior Planner and Kyle Tolbert, Assistant Attorney.
ROLL CALL:
Landmarks Board members: Kaitlyn McConnell (Chair), Layne Hunton (Vice-Chair), Paul Lewis, Adam Letterman, John
Hawkins, Jan Preston, and Bryan Lenox. Absent: Kent Brown.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES: Minutes of November 3, 2021 were approved.
NEW BUSINESS:
Certificate of Appropriateness:
305 West Commercial Street – Layne Hunton recused himself. Matt McLaughlin submitted the application and wants to
add two windows to the south façade facing Commercial Street. The CMU wall used to have a garage door but are not
wanting to upset the “Do Good” sign that is presently on the wall and will be matching the windows that are up/down
Commercial Street.
Ms. McConnell closed the public hearing.
Board Action:
Adam Letterman motioned to approve Certificate of Appropriateness (305 West Commercial Street). Bryan Lenox
seconded the motion. The motion carried as follows: Ayes: Kaitlyn McConnell (Chair), Paul Lewis, Adam Letterman, Jan
Preston, Bryan Lenox, and John Hawkins. Nays: None. Abstain: None. Absent: Kent Brown. Layne Hunton (Vice-Chair)
recused himself.
Certificate of Appropriateness:
209 West Commercial Street – Dan Johnson wants to paint the front elevation brick and noted that the building had been
burned in a fire in the 1950’s and the existing brick was applied to the façade to the building and is not original.
Mr. Lewis asked about the paint that is stated in the staff report and what the applicant is presenting at the meeting, noting
that it is a “breathable” paint.
Ms. McConnell closed the public hearing.
Mr. Layne Hunton noted that painting brick is not a standard but believes in this case it will look better.
Mr. McConnell also noted that painting brick is not recommended but feels the same way as Mr. Hunton.
Mr. Lewis questioned the painted mentioned in the staff report and what is being presented at the meeting.
Dan Johnson stated that he has selected a different paint than mentioned in the application. He is proposing a brand called
Romabio and passed out product information to the Board.
Board Action:
Layne Hunton motioned to approve Certificate of Appropriateness (209 West Commercial Street) with Romabio Masonry flat
BioDomus paint provided by Mr. Johnson. John Hawkins seconded the motion. Ayes: Kaitlyn McConnell (Chair), Layne
Hunton (Vice-Chair), Paul Lewis, Adam Letterman, Jan Preston, Bryan Lenox, and John Hawkins. Nays: None. Abstain:
None. Absent: Kent Brown.
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Certificate of Appropriateness:
945 – 947 East Walnut Street – Paul Reichert stated that he had requested a demolition permit 20 years and was approved,
but did not demo the garage at the time and this structure was not part of the Sanborn Maps from the 1930’s.
Ms. McConnell closed the public hearing.
Mr. Hawkins asked what the recommendation would be if the garage was in good shape.
Mr. Sparlin stated that the garage was not part of the architecture survey on this property, like some other notable out
buildings in the district.
Board Action:
Paul Lewis motioned to approve Certificate of Appropriateness (945 – 947 East Walnut Street). Layne Hunton seconded the
motion. Ayes: Kaitlyn McConnell (Chair), Layne Hunton (Vice-Chair), Paul Lewis, Adam Letterman, Jan Preston, Bryan
Lenox, and John Hawkins. Nays: None. Abstain: None. Absent: Kent Brown.
Certificate of Appropriateness:
300-308 W. Commercial Street – The applicant or representative were not present at the meeting.
Mr. Sparlin and Mr. Tolbert noted that the Rules of Procedure state that the applicant or representative must be present at
the meeting and recommended that the application be tabled to the next meeting.
Board Action:
John Hawkins motioned to table Certificate of Appropriateness (300-308 W. Commercial Street) to the February 9, 2022
meeting. Paul Lewis seconded the motion. Ayes: Kaitlyn McConnell (Chair), Layne Hunton (Vice-Chair), Paul Lewis, Adam
Letterman, Jan Preston, Bryan Lenox, and John Hawkins. Nays: None. Abstain: None. Absent: Kent Brown.
Local Historic Site Nomination Review:
836 South Delaware Avenue - Initiate for Historic site nomination and go forward to the Landmarks Board for full
consideration on February 9, 2022.
Board Action:
Bryan Lenox motioned to approve (initiation) Local Historic Site Nomination (836 South Delaware Avenue) for consideration
to the February 9, 2022 meeting. Jan Preston seconded the motion. Ayes: Kaitlyn McConnell (Chair), Layne Hunton (ViceChair), Paul Lewis, Adam Letterman, Jan Preston, Bryan Lenox, and John Hawkins. Nays: None. Abstain: None. Absent:
Kent Brown.
COMMUNICATIONS: None
REPORTS:
Report on Committees: None
Application: None
Demolition: None
Historic Site and Districts
Jefferson Avenue Footbridge: Michael Sparlin noted that the bids came in over 2x of the original bid and at this time there is
no further information, but believes the City is looking at other alternatives.
Ms. McConnell asked if the Landmarks Board can have an additional role on considerations for the bridge.
Mr. Sparlin noted that the Landmarks Board (one member) could write a letter to City Council with recommendations.
Ms. McConnell noted that the bridge was closed 5 or 6 years ago and asked what its future is and what can the Landmarks
Boards do, she also brought up the “lack” of speed on actions and stated that considerations for the bridge need to move at a
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faster pace and wants the Landmarks Board to be kept abreast of options and would like to make recommendations to City
Council.
Discussion with Landmarks Board on what recommendations were proposed and ask Michael Sparlin to forward any past
meetings/bids or information/videos on the bridge to the Landmarks Board.
Mr. Lenox also stated that the bridge is considered part of transportation element that contributes to the walkability of the
area.
Mr. Tolbert noted that the Landmarks has the power to make comments/recommendations to City Council and they may
welcome further input when they are looking for other options and can ask other boards (Commercial Club) for input also.
Further Board discussion on the footbridge.
Mr. Hawkins volunteered to write the letter on behalf of the Landmarks Board.
Board Action:
John Hawkins motioned to approve writing a letter to City Council that contains recommendations regarding the footbridge
rehabilitation. Bryan Lenox seconded the motion. Ayes: Kaitlyn McConnell (Chair), Layne Hunton (Vice-Chair), Paul Lewis,
Adam Letterman, Jan Preston, Bryan Lenox, and John Hawkins. Nays: None. Abstain: None. Absent: Kent Brown.
Potential Local Nomination: None
Administrative approval of C of A’s: None
Any other matters that fall under the jurisdiction of the Board: None
ADJOURNMENT:
There being no further business, the meeting was adjourned at 6:05pm.

_________________________________________________
Michael Sparlin, Senior Planner
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LANDMARKS board
Staff Report
LANDMARKS BOARD PUBLIC HEARING:

JANUARY 12, 2022
CASE: Certificate of Appropriateness
DESIGNATION: Commercial Street Historic
District
LOCATION: 300, 304, 306 & 308 West
Commercial Street
APPLICANT: 300 W Commercial Partners LLC
STAFF: Michael Sparlin, 417-864-1091

SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL:
1. Paint the brick façade on the front (facing Commercial Street), east (alley) façade and the west façade. A mural is
proposed for the east (alley) façade.
2. Install awnings on the front façade with signage.
3. Install “eyebrow mural panels and flower boxes” on hand painted lightweight panel on front façade.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
The Landmarks Board must determine whether the request, if granted, will have a detrimental effect upon the Historic
Landmarks or Historic District or any adverse effect on an historical or architectural resource. The proposed awnings
appear to be consistent with the Commercial Street Design Guidelines.
FINDINGS FOR STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
1. The property is listed as a contributing structure in the Local Commercial Street Historic District.
2. The Commercial Street Historic District Design Guidelines recommend that unpainted masonry be left unpainted. However,
the application states that the front façade has been painted with “red lime wash/paint” and a white lime paint on the east
and west façade. The paint is worn and showing signs of years of wear.
3. The Commercial Street Design Guidelines state that awnings are a traditional element of commercial structures from the
late-1880 through the 1920’s and recommend to add awnings when dictated by the window height and size and bay width.
The Guidelines recommend to not allow awnings to dominate the façade and keep awning lettering simple and aimed at
identification. The proposed awnings appear to be consistent with these recommendations.
4. The Commercial Street Design Guidelines does not provide specific recommendation regarding painted panels.
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APPLICANT’S DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSAL:
See applicant’s attachments for proposal.
STAFF COMMENTS:
1. Painting the front, east and west façade:
a. The Commercial Street Historic District Design Guidelines recommend that unpainted masonry be left
unpainted.
b. However, the application states that the front façade has been painted with “red lime wash/paint” and a white
lime paint on the east and west façade. The paint is worn and showing signs of years of wear. The applicant
has provided pictures with the existing condition of the painted brick surface.
c. The applicant is proposing to use a “breathable mineral paint.”
2. Proposed mural on east façade:
a. The Commercial Street Design Guidelines does not provide a recommendation with regard to murals
however, the guidelines recommend that unpainted masonry be left unpainted. The guidelines acknowledge
the presence of painted masonry in the district and recommend to keep already painted masonry painted.
b. The State Historic Preservation Office was contacted recommendation on another mural proposal within in the
District was to consider the painting of the historic building with regard to its historic character. Staff has
included that referenced pages from “Guidelines for Preserving, Rehabilitating, Restoring and Reconstructing
Historic Buildings.”
3. Proposed awning on front façade:
a. The Commercial Street Design Guidelines state that awnings are a traditional element of commercial
structures from the late-1880 through the 1920’s and recommend to add awnings when dictated by the
window height and size and bay width. The Guidelines recommend to not allow awnings to dominate the
façade and keep awning lettering simple and aimed at identification. The proposed awnings appear to be
consistent with these recommendations.
4. “Eyebrow mural panels and flower boxes” on hand painted lightweight panel on front façade:
a. The Commercial Street Design Guidelines does not provide specific recommendation regarding painted
panels.
b. The Standards for Rehabilitation state that, “Each property shall be recognized as physical record of its time,
place, and use. Changes that create a false sense of historical development, such as adding conjectural
features or architectural elements from other buildings, shall not be undertaken.”
c. The panels can be removed in the future with so that essential form and integrity of the historic property and
its environment would be unimpaired.
5. All proposed work is required to receive a building permit to be issued by Building Development Services. All other
requirements of the COM-1 District, Zoning Ordinance and Building Code shall apply.
DESIGN GUIDELINES AND STANDARDS
COMMERCIAL STREET DESIGN GUIDELINES:
4.1.4. GUIDELINE:
When cleaning masonry, use only approved methods as outlined in the National
Parks Service Preservation Brief #1: Assessing, Cleaning, and Water
Repellant Treatments for Historic Masonry Buildings. Never sandblast or
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surface-grind masonry, because it removes the protective outer face of the
brick; usually, let painted masonry stay painted and do not paint unpainted
masonry.
4.9. Awnings and Marquees
Awnings are a traditional element of commercial structures
from the late-1880s through the 1920s. Operable or fixed, they
add color and shape to the facade, while providing pedestrians
and buildings weather protection.
4.9.1. GUIDELINE:
Consider adding or replacing awnings. Maintain dimensions dictated by
window height and size, bay width, degree of glass exposure to the south.
4.9.3. GUIDELINE:
Do not allow awnings and marquees to dominate the facade. Keep awnings
in proportion to neighboring structures and awnings.
4.9.4. GUIDELINE:
Awnings’ material should be durable, but metal awnings may not be acceptable
because their character is not sympathetic to historic materials, colors.
4.9.5. GUIDELINE:
Awning patterns (or lack of) should be selected after study of the facade.
Patterns should not be so busy as to distract from the appearance of the
total façade composition.
4.9.6. GUIDELINE:
Keep awning lettering simple and aimed at identification.
4.1. Rehabilitations
Rehabilitation and renovation work sometimes leave elements
of the original façade out of the finished building. In order to
preserve the fidelity of the original building and maintain the
historic character of the District, it is important that a holistic
plan for rehabilitation be established at the outset of the
project. This includes understanding the building’s period of
significance; performing historical and forensic investigation;
and using construction techniques that are appropriate to
historic materials and techniques.
4.1.1. GUIDELINE:
Incorporate elements of the original façade into the rehabilitation scheme
and do not remove historic elements of the façade. Ensure that rehabilitation
work:
i. Does not obscure the original façade or portions thereof with new
materials;
ii. Does not obscure original materials;
iii. Does not obscure façade details with signs, paint, cladding, or other
elements;
iv. Does not alter the shape of original openings; and
v. Repairs and/or replaces original building elements with faithful recreations.
4.1.2. GUIDELINE:
Respect the original character and period of the façade; do not try to make
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the building look historic with non-original features because this creates
a false sense of history. When restoration is called for, follow applicable
standards and treatments.
4.1.3. GUIDELINE:
Preserve the original finish of masonry facades; by covering original finishes,
the overall value of the building’s nature is denied. However, caution
is urged because removal of finishes applied long ago may have severe
detrimental effects on the remaining life of facade materials.
4.1.4. GUIDELINE:
When cleaning masonry, use only approved methods as outlined in the National
Parks Service Preservation Brief #1: Assessing, Cleaning, and Water
Repellant Treatments for Historic Masonry Buildings. Never sandblast or
surface-grind masonry, because it removes the protective outer face of the
brick; usually, let painted masonry stay painted and do not paint unpainted
masonry.
Refer to Section 1.9. for a reference to Preservation Brief #1: Assessing,
Cleaning, and Water Repellant Treatments for Historic Masonry Buildings.
4.1.5. GUIDELINE:
When repointing historic brickwork, use only Type K mortar or hydrated
lime-sand mortar to match the physical qualities of historic mortar.
When repointing historic brickwork, it is important that the mortar is softer
than the surrounding brick; if not, expansion and contraction of the brick
and mortar will cause chipping, cracking, and spalling of the brick. Historic
brick is softer than modern brick, and most grades of Portland cement
mortars are too hard for historic brickwork.
Refer to Section 1.9. for a reference to Preservation Brief #2, Repointing
Mortar Joints in Historic Buildings.
4.4. Storefronts
The storefront, the assembly of doors, windows, and materials
of both the ground and upper floors tends to provide the
District’s most prominent opportunity to develop visual and
historic consistency. Ground floors have absorbed most of the
radical transformations away from original character.
Proposed design changes to the storefronts, especially the first floors,
should evolve out of careful examination of the elements of the building,
and research into the original treatment of its exterior. The storefront
should not dominate the facade, but respect it. Many of the buildings have
been photographed, and if not, buildings of similar period and character
can provide a model. Consult the Landmarks Board for guidance, and refer
to Section 1.9. for a reference to Preservation Brief #11, Rehabilitating
Historic Storefronts.
4.4.1. GUIDELINE:
Storefront configuration and construction should match the original; if
wood, storefronts shall be reconstructed in wood; if metal, in metal. Storefronts
using a historically-correct hybrid system (i.e. wood bulkhead and
transom windows with metal display window framing) should match the
existing system.
i) Some storefronts were significantly-altered early in their existence,
resulting in a mix of historic styles on the same building that—as a
whole—are contributing. An example would be a Victorian building
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(1880 – 1910) that was altered in the 1930s with a pigmented structural glass (i.e. Vitrolite) ground-floor cladding and
metal storefront system.
In these cases, the later modifications should be preserved and modifications
to the storefront should conform to the 1930s alterations.
ii) Some storefronts were significantly altered more recently, resulting in
a mix of historic and non-historic styles on the same buildings that—as
a whole—are NOT contributing. An example would be a Victorian
building that was altered in the 1980s by having the storefront infilled
with brick and two small windows. In these cases, the non-contributing
modifications should be removed and the storefront should be restored
to the building’s primary period of historic significance.
4.4.2. GUIDELINE:
Maintain the storefront within its original opening.
4.4.3. GUIDELINE:
Maintain the traditional recessed entry. This keeps the display windows
close to the pedestrian, and it draws attention in an inviting way to the
entrance itself.
4.4.4. GUIDELINE:
Maintain the traditional degree of glass in the storefront.
Reducing the need for artificial light, the open feeling created by the glass
wall sells the products displayed within. This arrangement encourages
face-to-face contact and reinforces the “small town” atmosphere of the
commercial district.
Storefront displays primarily relied on their simplicity and lack of clutter to
attract the pedestrian’s eye to the goods offered. With the increase in auto
bound passersby, a shift occurred to attracting attention by loud colors,
signage, and mixture of materials. The proliferation and competition of
these images diminishes the original character of the storefronts.
4.4.5. GUIDELINE:
Minimize the amount of and type of decoration on the facade. Let the
building lines, storefront windows displays, and merchandise speak for
themselves.
4.12. Building Materials
Original use of late 1880s’ materials was aimed at achieving
durability and simplicity. The attention of passersby was to
be drawn to the entry door and window displays – not the
materials themselves.
4.12.1. GUIDELINE:
In addition or renovations, select materials which are compatible with
existing.
Example: If old brick is painted, then paint new brick.
If wood of a given dimension is used, match this if visually exposed.
4.12.2. GUIDELINE:
If new and old materials must be brought together, try to link them.
4.12.3. GUIDELINE:
Where linking is not feasible, achieve a controlled appearance at junction
of materials.
4.12.4. GUIDELINE
Chain-link fences on primary façades of open lots are not permitted.
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SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR’S STANDARDS FOR REHABILITATION:
The following standards would apply to this proposed alteration:
1.

A property will be used as it was historically or be given a new use that requires minimal change to its distinctive
materials, features, spaces, and spatial relationships.

2.

The historic character of a property will be retained and preserved. The removal of distinctive materials or
alteration of features, spaces and spatial relationships that characterize a property will be avoided.

4.

Changes to a property that have acquired historic significance in their own right will be retained and preserved.

5.

Distinctive materials, features, finishes and construction techniques or examples of craftsmanship that characterize
a property will be preserved.

6.

Deteriorated historic features will be repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of deterioration requires
replacement of a distinctive feature, the new feature will match the old in design, color, texture and, where possible,
materials.

9.
New additions, exterior alterations, or related new construction will not destroy historic materials, features, and
spatial relationships that characterize the property. The new work will be differentiated from the old and will be compatible
with the historic materials, features, size, scale and proportion, and massing to protect the integrity of the property and its
environment.
10.
New additions and adjacent or related new construction shall be undertaken in such a manner that if removed in the
future, the essential form and integrity of the historic property and its environment would be unimpaired.

ZONING ORDINANCE:
In addition, the Springfield Zoning Ordinance states:
In the event the Landmarks Board concludes that the request, if granted, will have a detrimental effect upon the Historic
Landmarks or Historic District or any adverse effect on an historical or architectural resource, then the Landmarks Board
shall Deny the request for a certificate.

ARCHITECTURAL SURVEY FORM:
October 1982, Architectural Survey:
This building is a two story, wood frame and masonry load bearing structure. The second floor is accessible
from the street. The exterior is typical of the buildings on the street except the frieze at roof and above the front
entrance is made from iron. The front entrance has a ceramic tile floor…
The narrative accompanying the Commercial Street Historic District’s National Register nomination stated the
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following about this property:
Constructed between 1902 and 1910. Two-story pilaster strips culminating in merlons above the roof line
establish five bays of unequal width across the façade; the bays are linked visually by string courses, corbelling
and similar storefront treatments.

Application for Certificate of Appropriateness
**E-PLANS INSTRUCTIONS**
**PLEASE FOLLOW STEPS 1 & 2 BEFORE SUBMITTING THIS APPLICATION**
1. Pre-apply and, if needed, pay your processing fees online at this LINK
2. 2. Wait for a "pre-screen complete" e-mail from the City of Springfield with
instructions for e-plans review process.
3. Complete this application and upload a digital (pdf) copy through e-plans.

Office Use Only
Date Filed:
Received By:
Review:
Administrative

✔


Landmarks Board

The applicant seeks to show the following:
1. That the proposed work will be done in conformance with the Secretary of Interior Standards for Rehabilitation.
2. That the proposed work will be done in conformance with any applicable design guidelines or standards that the
Landmarks Board has established and adopted. (Commercial Street and Walnut Street Districts and Mid-Town
Neighborhood historic sites only)
3. That the proposed work will be done in conformance with all other relevant requirements of the Springfield
Zoning Ordinance.
THEREFORE, applicant requests that the Certificate of Appropriateness be approved for the property as proposed in this
submittal.
We, the signers of this application, do attest to the truth and correctness of all facts and information presented with
this application and understand that, if approved, all work must be done under a building permit issued by the
Department of Building Development Services. Approval of this application does not constitute approval of a building
permit, nor does it certify that the zoning is appropriate for the proposed uses. These are separate processes that
must be initiated by the applicants. We further understand that approval of this application does not constitute
approval for tax certification under the Tax Reform Act of 1986 or amendments thereto.

Signature(s):

Date:
12.21.2021

Please type or print name(s) clearly:
Eric Albers, Architect of Record

City of Springfield, Missouri - Development Review Office - 840 Boonville, Springfield, MO 65802 - 417.864.1611 Phone / 417.864.1882 Fax
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Exhibit A: REQUEST FOR CERTIFICATE OF APPROPRIATENESS

Please use this form only. Form may be photocopied. Please type or print.
For instructions, see pages 5-8
1. Property address: 300, 304, 306 and 308
APPLICANT INFORMATION:
2. Name of current property owner: Titus Williams
If corporation: Corporate Official: Viviana Writer
Mailing Address: 1660 N. Campbell, Springfield Missouri
Telephone: 417-851-1875
Fax:
Zip Code: 65802
viviana@prosperiti.com
E-mail:
3. AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE:
(The representative should have the authority to commit the applicant to changes
that may be suggested by the Board):
Name: Eric Albers
Signature:
Mailing Address: 112 S. Main, Nixa Missouri
Zip Code: 65714
E-mail: albers@insightdesignarchitects.com
Telephone: 417-724-8553

(Corporate Seal)

Fax:

4. BUILDING DEVELOPMENT SERVICES DISCUSSION: (Before submitting this application, the applicant should discuss
the project with BDS. Their phone number is 417-864-1059.)
Date of discussion: email Oct 26, 2021

NOTE: The property owner must either sign this application or give City staff a power of attorney showing that another
person is authorized to sign.
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Exhibit B: DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED WORK & SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Please use this form only. Form may be photocopied. Please type or print.
1. TYPE OF WORK PROPOSED: (Check all that apply. All work items require a written description of the proposed
work. Additional required supporting information is denoted after each item and must be attached. See
Instructions, page 5. Maximum size for drawings: 11 x 17 inches. NOTE: Even though you check the “Other” or
the “New Construction” box, you must still give information on individual features such as windows, doors, etc.,
included in a large project.)



✔





✔


Addition (1,2, 3, 7)
Awnings (2, 3, 4 or 5, 6)
Building Relocation (1, 2, 3, 7)
Demolition (1, 2, 3, 7)
Door (2, 3, 4 or 5, 6)
Fence (1, 2, 3, 5)
Guttering (2, 3, 4 or 5, 6)
Other (specify):









Handicapped Ramp (1, 2, 3)
New Construction (1, 2, 3, 7)
Parking (1, 3)
Porch (1, 2, 3)
Retaining Wall (1, 2, 3)







Sidewalk (1, 3)
Siding (3, 4 or 5)
Sign (1, 2, 3, 6)
Window (2, 3, 4 or 5, 6)
Archeological Site (1, 3, 8)

Roof-New (3, 4 or 5, 7)
Re-roof (3, 4)

Paint existing building

1 – Site Plans
2 – Elevations
3 – Photographs
4 – Sample of materials to be used

5 – Product literature
6 – Drawings
7 – Exhibit C – Why proposed work should be approved
8 – State historic Preservation Officer Comments

2. DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED WORK: (attach additional pages if necessary)
The owner is proposing to paint the existing brick facade on the front facing Commercial street, east alley facade,
and the west facing facade. There is existing flaking green. red, and white wash paint, on the parapet and other
random areas on the front facade. There is also existing paint peeling on the east facade of a variety of colors.
It is not intend for any wall to be sandblasted or surface-grind masonry. Any cleaning shall be done in accordance
to the National Parks Service Preservation Brief#1.
The attached shows proposed paint scheme utilizing Heritage color plate from the 1820-1920. See attached
package for more info on color scheme and renderings, including proposal mural work in the east alley.
In addition to painting, The client is proposing adding awnings to the existing lower storefront as suggested by
section 4.9. See attached info on Awning projection and material.

NOTE: An application is considered incomplete until all supporting materials, as specified in Item 1 above, are attached.

Incomplete applications will not be processed or scheduled for a public hearing.
City of Springfield, Missouri - Development Review Office - 840 Boonville, Springfield, MO 65802 - 417.864.1611 Phone / 417.864.1882 Fax
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Exhibit C: WHY PROPOSED WORK SHOULD BE APPROVED
Please use this form only. Form may be photocopied. Please type or print.
When proposing a major project, please use this page to give information in support of your request. (See Exhibit B, item
1, above: “Type of Work Proposed,” key # 7. Suggested items of discussion are included in the Instructions, page 7.)

See supporting 11x17 package
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PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
DEVELOPMENT REVIEW OFFICE
MEMORANDUM
DATE:

February 4, 2022

TO:

Landmarks Board

FROM:

Michael Sparlin
Senior Planner

SUBJECT:

Historic Site Nomination 836 South Delaware Avenue

The applicant has requested to table this nomination to the March 9, 2022 meeting in
order to provide additional documentation.

